Back to Babel?
"Now the whole earth had one language and the same words" …
Book of Genesis
…"Come, let us make bricks, and burn them thoroughly. "… …"Come, let us build ourselves a city, and a tower with its top in the heavens, and let us make a name for ourselves"… And the LORD said, "Look, they are one people, and they have all one language; and this is only the beginning of what they will do; nothing that they propose to do will now be impossible for them. Come, let us go down, and confuse their language there, so that they will not understand one another's speech." -"Same" source code runs on "any" machine • Optimized task implementations will result in better performance.
-"Single source" for maintained version of a application StarSs: … taskified … 
Execute Color/number: a possible order of task execution Jesus Labarta. ACACES 2010 26 Asynchrony in StarSs The importance of flexibility to expose concurrency ( lda, m, l, n, a[ 
m*l], b[l*n]) inout(c[m*n])
void mxm ( int lda, int m, int l, int n, double *a, double *b, double *c ) { double alpha=1.0, beta=1.0; int i, j; char tr = 't'; dgemm (&tr, &tr, &m, &n, &l, &alpha, a, &lda, b, &m, &beta, c, &m) ; } 
